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A Computer Weekly 
buyer’s guide to  
Cio leAdership 

CIOs should be seen as enablers and leaders 
of change in their business. In this 14-page 

buyer’s guide, Computer Weekly looks at how 
the age of the customer requires IT leaders to 
focus on both the business technology and IT 
agendas; why IT leaders need to use blogging 

and social media to raise their profile and 
build influence in their organisations; and 

how IT leaders can roll out projects ever more 
quickly without running unacceptable risks.

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Historically, IT management has used requirements 
from marketing, operations and other business areas 
to build relatively siloed systems. The systems were 
often highly complex, but tech management under-

stood how to get them done.
The age of the customer changes this by requiring organisations 

to focus on both the business technology and IT agendas. This 
drives tech management’s need for stronger political, consult-
ing and cross-organisational skills as it takes on a more assertive 
stance with technology and taps the explosion of customer data 
for its own use.

consulting
People in tech management should use their knowledge of tech-
nologies and methodologies to suggest to business partners what 
can and cannot be done. 

This is critical when shadow IT is rampant or when tech manage-
ment takes on the job of driving change that has a direct impact 
on customers. At a minimum, tech management needs to ensure 
that business people are making informed technology decisions.

Data experts within the tech management organisation must 
consult with business users in what they can and cannot do  
with data. In other cases, tech management will be leading the 
business but needs to ensure colleagues are on board. However, 

ACquire neW skills for 
teChnology mAnAgement

The age of the customer requires organisations to focus on both  
the business technology and IT agendas, writes Marc Cecere
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consulting fundamentally is not task-based; it’s 
outcome-based. 

While tech management certainly will need to 
acquire new skills to perform new tasks, the more 
important focus will be skills that can help the busi-
ness define, pursue and achieve technology-rich 
business outcomes.

For instance, according to a senior manager of 
business systems at an American healthcare products company, 
IT wants to become the consultant to the business. “We need to 
provide the big picture and identify the tough spots,” they say.

project and cHange management
Today, most business transformation projects increase global 
consistency of processes, systems and groups. 

On their company’s transformation, a senior global strategy and 
architecture leader at a multimultnational pharmaceutical says: 
“The intention was to break down the silos of the enterprise and 
have fewer compromises due to regional differences.” 

The technology management team has great influence here by 
enabling nearly every business pro-
cess. However, they need to scale 
their skills to the entire organisation.

Projects in the age of the customer 
tend to be cross-organisational 
and include external applications. 
The methods and skills in manag-
ing these types of projects borrow 

more from contracting than command and con-
trol – more politics, more selective application of 
methodologies, more oversight for those who are 
managing projects. 

Specifically, project managers will need to con-
sult with business employees and service provid-
ers on how they manage projects. Doing so, they’ll 
need to be sensitive to methodological structures, 

ensuring that methodology drives non-tech and external groups 
to desired outcomes. There is a right amount of methodology – 
not too much, not too little.

Tech management people need to know the mechanics of 
user experience design, enterprise project management, culture 
change, and possibly even business transformation. 

Ideally, many of these areas should not be tech management’s 
responsibility. However, often no one else will pick them up – 
which normally means they don’t get done – and that can have 
enormous brand and business consequences. And, as previously 
stated, tech management supports every part of the organisation. 

A senior manager of business systems says managing change is 
a skills gap. “IT goes through change 
first. Business feels it after IT.”

political
Tech management decisions will 
increasingly affect customers and 
senior executives who have the 
political power to fight back. 

Tech managemenT decisions will 
increasingly affecT cusTomers 

and senior execuTives who have

The poliTical power To fighT back
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❯CIOs face a new technology 
management agenda as digitally 

empowered customers and 
digitally disruptive competitors 

force them to become  
digital businesses. 
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A sports equipment retailer’s online subsidiary urgently needed 
a new order processing system for peak loads – it chose a cloud 
system. However, implementing the approach required changes 
to traditional business processes. The CIO and his team needed 
strong political skills to get beyond what business leaders wanted, 
to what the company needed. 

These “soft” skills are often missing from tech management. 
According to a senior manager of business systems, “Processes 
need to change, but political skills in the IT organisation are not at 
the right level.”

Architects provide standards, direction and oversight for areas 
including data, applications and mobile devices. To date, they 
have been largely internally focused. 

In the age of the customer, they’ll need to facilitate innovation 
by identifying the sources and possible consumers of customer 
innovation. They should track how competitors use technology 
and consult with internal clients on the possibilities and limita-
tions of technology. They are instrumental in exploiting and miti-
gating the damage from shadow IT by consulting with the perpe-
trators in how technology should be used. 

Business architects, in particular, must upgrade their political 
skills as they suggest to business leaders how their processes 
must change.

supplier management
In the age of the customer, supplier managers need to advise 
those who buy cloud and other services. Business people tend to 
focus on functionality, not security, maintainability or the ability to 

implement. Supplier managers will need to anticipate functional 
needs and suggest the appropriate source. They need to educate 
non-technical people in the criteria for selecting partners. 

Given that tech management will handle many of these 
systems, supplier managers need the skill to manage multiple 
software-as-a-service suppliers or provide the guidance to others 
who will do so. 

“Due to the growing ecosystem of cloud and other external ser-
vice providers, the new emerging skills include how to manage 
operational performance of the partners and align IT service man-
agement processes,” says Tony Iorio, who works in IT operations 
and support services at Capital Group.

customer awareness
Tech management staff need to know the customer experience 
through customer metrics, direct involvement, or other means. 

For example, US retailer Home Depot reviews customer satis-
faction scores weekly and acts on the results.

In the age of the customer, designers will need to partner with 
business people while working directly with customers to build 
and conveniently deploy functionality on multiple devices. 

They will need the methodological skills to work with external 
customers, the technical skills to support different platforms, and 
the competitive skills to minimise the deleterious effects of incon-
veniencing customers. n

This is an extract from the Forrester report, Acquire new skills for technology  

management by vice-president and principal analyst Marc Cecere.  
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You know things have gone badly wrong when you hear 
stories of chief marketing officers being put in control 
of corporations’ technology budgets. Or when board 
members start using WhatsApp to communicate with 

each other because they’re fed up with being told “no” by their 
IT departments and have seen their kids using cool tools and 
thought, “Why not us?”.

With the rapid changes in mobile technology, the rise of social 
platforms both inside and outside the firewall and an increasingly 
well-informed and aspirational population of users, things are not 
going to get easier. 

cios face more cHallenges tHan ever before
Corporate computing is hard. It takes work. I understand the 
need for rigour when it comes to serious computing – my father 
used to be head of computer systems at Strathclyde Region 
when it was the biggest local authority in Europe and I grew up 
with tales of proper, mainframe, payroll computing.

But too often the need to manage risk, contain costs and reduce 
duplication has led to IT being seen as the guys who say “no”. 

CEOs are becoming fed up with being told “no” all the time and 
are comparing what they can do at home on their own technology 
with what they can do at work, which leads them to wonder what 
they are paying all this money for.

Cios CAn regAin  
the teChnology  

high ground
IT leaders need to use blogging 

and social media to raise their 
profile and build influence  

in their organisations.  
Euan Semple reports
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There is naivety though. People still 
don’t really understand what it takes 
to keep big, complex systems going 
or to manage large-scale change. 
They are quick to point the finger 
of blame when things go wrong, or 
complain about not keeping up with 
the latest cool toys, but don’t always 
appreciate what it takes to do that in 
the real world. 

In the face of these challenges, 
those in charge of enterprise tech-
nology are losing influence. IT staff 
are not seen as the world’s enablers. Their skills are becoming less 
valued. Their influence in their organisations is diminishing.

Rebranding doesn’t help. Most people don’t know the differ-
ence between a CTO and a CIO. It is like the current practice of 
sticking the words “collaboration” or “social” on old and tired 
software. It fools no one. There is a pressing need to take the 
intellectual high ground, to be seen as inspiring leaders of an 
exciting, technology-led world.

How to build influence
To address this, CIOs can do three things: Keep up 
with the increasing rate of change; become enablers 
rather than gatekeepers; and get better at making 
people aware that they are doing both.  The first 
challenge is to break away from the norm and keep 

up with change. It has been too easy 
to stay with the familiar enterprise 
players such as Microsoft and IBM, 
to remain stuck in large, self-con-
tained worlds, and to ignore what 
has been going on outside.

embrace tHe internet, don’t 
figHt it
I often suspect IT departments 
hope that if they ignore the internet 
it will go away. With all its unfamil-
iar protocols and unruly processes 

it looks incredibly messy. The people who inhabit it – and can 
become wildly successful in it – don’t play by the normal rules. 

The companies that do well in it, even if they become large, 
don’t work in the same ways as conventional IT providers and 
the relationships are less established. So corporate IT needs to 
get better at understanding this world and, where appropriate, 
emulate it. Stop thinking of your intranet as a single, managed, 

strategic place, and see it more like the internet. 
Encourage a tactical melting pot of services coming 
and going and adopt a hacker approach to change. 
Become entrepreneurial and opportunistic.

Be seen as enablers and leaders of growth and 
change in your businesses. Get your head around 
agile, not just as a way of delivering projects but 
as a way of managing things generally. 

Those in charge of enTerprise 
Technology are losing 

influence. iT sTaff are noT 
seen as The world’s enablers. 
Their skills are becoming less 

valued. Their influence in Their 
organisaTions is diminishing
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❯How digital technology will 
change the role of IT leaders.

❯How digital technology 
will change the way 
organisations work.
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Instead of burying people under processes and documenta-
tion, be more willing to work with “good enough”, to work out 
loud and document as you go. Be ever vigilant in the face of the 
inexorable creep of bureaucracy.

communicate clearly and sHare knowledge
Become skilled communicators and influencers. Language, 
tone and intent matter. We all know how unattractive it is to 
be made to feel stupid but, in the past, technologists have been 
masters at the put down, using jargon or esoteric knowledge 
to assert power.

You have to find a way to convey things in plain language and 
use the language of users where possible. They feel the pres-
sure of change and need reassurance. You can provide this. I 
heard recently of a couple of participants in a workshop on new 
technology in the City bursting into tears at the pressure they 
felt to keep up.

Rather than making people feel small, or having imper-
sonal corporate training schemes, a coaching approach is 
more appropriate. Learn the ropes and help others catch up.  
Share knowledge as a common good rather than a means  
of control. 

learn to blog
This shift in approach to communication applies at the highest 
level too. Rather than issuing forbidding technology updates 
couched in the third person and written like a technical manual, 
start to blog on a regular basis.

BUYER’S GUIDE

Lessons for CIOs

n  Making your words count

n  Lessons from corporate Twitter fiascos

n  The new CIO mandate

n  Five tactics to deliver more by doing less (and doing better)

n  What is agile? (10 key principles of agile)

n  Blog: All about agile

Click on the above links for useful management tips for IT leaders.

Books for CIOs

n  CIO leadership in a mobile, social and cloud-based world

n  Brilliant social media

n  Managing IT projects for business change

n  Leading the epic revolution

n  Convergence: Transforming business at the intersection of 

marketing and technology

Click on the book title to download free book chapters  
and to receive a discount code for a book purchase.
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If social tools are running wild and attracting people’s atten-
tion, then use them to get your message across. One of the 
most effective early uses of a group blog at the BBC was by the 
IT security team. They used it to share information within the 
team initially but got so good at it that it became a must-read for 
many in the corporation.

I recently met a head of IT for a 
large government institution who 
is blogging about his work and 
his challenges, and by doing so is 
opening up all sorts of wonder-
ful understanding and support. 
By being up front, by working out 
loud, by engaging people in his 
thinking, he gains influence rather 
than loses control.

But it is scary to start thinking out 
loud if you have been used to being 
in charge and screamed at when things go wrong. What you have 
to say might feel as if it is trivial and not important enough. This 
fear is common when people try to get involved in social media 
and online discussions.

The reason I called my blog The Obvious? was because it was 
me overcoming my reticence about stating the obvious out loud. 
You need to get better at doing this. It needs to be “authentic”.

We have all seen senior executives blogging because they feel 
they have to or because their communications department has 
twisted their arm. It’s a bit like watching your dad dancing at a 

disco – you are proud of them for having a go but would really 
rather they sat down. 

The way to overcome this is to start small. Play anonymously 
outside work if it helps. Start blogging or contributing to networks 
without letting anyone at work know you are doing it. Read more 

blogs and watch how those who you 
respect do it.

Follow interesting people on 
LinkedIn and watch how they write. 
Start to notice more about your 
work, get better at summing up 
what you notice and start sharing it 
more openly. Notice who responds, 
notice what their reactions are. 
Rinse and repeat. 

One step at time, things open up 
and start to change. Learning speeds 
up both for you and those who read 

you. I have been doing this for 13 years now and still have loads 
to learn. Not channel thinking, not SEO, not marketing tech-
niques, not trying to “go viral”, but learning, one conversation at 
a time, how to improve things and hopefully make the world a  
better place. n

This article is based on a seminar presented to the Digital Academy, a programme for 

IT leaders who want to take ownership of digital technology in their organisations. Euan 

Semple is a public speaker, writer and consultant, and author of the book,“Organizations 

don’t Tweet, people do; A manager’s guide to the social web”.
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The head of iT for a large 
governmenT insTiTuTion is 

blogging abouT his work and 
his challenges, and by doing 
so is opening up all sorTs of 
undersTanding and supporT
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Businesses are under pressure to radically rethink the way 
they manage information technology and the ability to 
introduce new technology quickly has become a board-
room issue.

More than three-quarters of business leaders identify their top 
priorities as developing products and services, entering new mar-
kets and complying with regulations, a CEB study of 3,000 busi-
ness leaders has found.

And the speed at which the IT department can respond to those 
demands is critical, says Andrew Horne, a managing director at 
CEB, a cross-industry membership group for business leaders.

“We are increasingly hearing from CEOs that their biggest con-
cern is how organisations can change faster. The thing slowing 
them down and helping them speed up is technology,” he tells 
Computer Weekly.

The CEB – formerly the Corporate Executive Board – argues that 
traditional ways of managing IT are no longer able to meet the 
demands of modern businesses.

Even agile programming techniques – which do away with 
long-winded development cycles in favour of rapid programming 
sprints – are not enough to get companies where they need to be.

A new model for IT is beginning to emerge, which is helping 
organisations speed up project roll-outs and free up reserves from 
maintenance to spend on innovative, high-impact IT projects.

hoW Cios CAn rAtChet up 
their it CloCk speed

BUYER’S GUIDE TO CIO LEADERSHIP 

As IT leaders face boardroom pressure to roll out IT projects 
ever more quickly, Bill Goodwin looks at how to do that 

without running unacceptable risks
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wHy it needs a faster clock speed
IT departments have always been under pressure 
to respond more quickly to business demands.  
Ten or 15 years ago, they hit on the idea of standard-
ising IT systems to cut development time. Rather 
than roll out multiple enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) systems in different areas of an organisation, 
it made much more sense to roll out a single ERP 
system across the whole organisation.

That worked for CIOs back then, says Horne, but the emergence 
of cloud computing, data analytics and mobile technology means 
IT can no longer keep pace with the demands of the boardroom.

“Now the environment is so competitive. You have legacy sys-
tems, big data, analytic tools, technology for customers. You can’t 
standardise that. You can’t globalise that,” he says.

Faced with this recognition, companies have taken a two-speed 
approach, carving out specialist teams in the IT department to 
work exclusively on urgent projects.

The fast teams, often dubbed 
“tiger teams”, focus on innovation, 
use agile programming techniques 
and develop experimental skunk-
works projects.

CEB’s research shows the idea 
has worked – up to a point. Once 
more than about 15% of projects go 
through the fast team, productivity 
starts to fall away dramatically.

“You start off with agile tiger teams, top people, 
and they deliver at speed. They are glamorous, they 
get a lot of accolades from senior management,” 
Jaimie Capella, managing director for CEB’s US IT 
practice, told a masterclass for CIOs in October 
2015. “And then we hit the valley of despair.”

Fast teams cannot work in insolation. They rely on 
other IT specialists in the slow team to get things 

done, and they need to work with other parts of the business that 
do not work in an agile way. Once their workload reaches a critical 
point, the teams find themselves dragged back by inertia in the 
rest of the organisation.

There is another problem too. As Capella points out, no IT pro-
fessional with any sense of ambition will want to work in the slow 
team. “You create the fast team, give it a cool name, put it in new 
offices. Then everyone on the slow team wants to be in the fast 
team. That creates morale issues,” Capella says.

Organisations have been through 
two waves of change to respond 
more quickly to changing technol-
ogy demands. Now a third is on its 
way: Adaptive IT

The answer beginning to emerge 
from this growing complexity allows 
the whole organisation to respond 
quickly to projects, should the need 
emerge. CEB’s Horne describes it as 
“ramping up the IT clock speed”.

“i can’T Tell you how many Times 
i have heard cios say They have 

a fasT-Track – buT don’T Tell 
business abouT iT because Then 

everyone will wanT iT”
Jaimie Capella, CeB

BUYER’S GUIDE

❯CIOs are missing out on 
funding to invest in innovative 
technology despite a projected 
growth in IT spending this year.
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IT teams will either work at a fast pace or a slow 
pace, depending on the needs of their current 
project, and they will be comfortable changing 
between the two different modes of working. 

“In any given situation, the team can make a 
call whether speed is the most important thing – 
and then trade that off against cost or reliability,” 
says Horne.

Building an adaptive IT department is difficult, and needs a radi-
cal rethink of the way CIOs manage their part of the organisation 
and their relationships with the rest of the business.

CEB has published research that suggests that 6% of organisa-
tions have made the transition, while some 29% are taking active 
steps towards it.

eliminate communication bottlenecks
Companies can make the biggest improvements 
by identifying bottlenecks in the development 
cycle. Typically, sticking points occur when agile 
IT teams collide with other parts of the organisa-
tion. “Sometimes the problem is conflicting time-
lines. The IT team needs an architecture decision 
next week, but the architecture team only meets 

once a month. Or it needs an urgent risk review, but there is only 
one person in the organisation doing risk reviews,” says Horne.

The next step is to minimise the red tape. IT has become 
extremely process-orientated and techniques such as ITIL and 
agile development are in fashion. “And for good reason,” he says. 
“It helps IT departments keep control.”

BUYER’S GUIDE

Five things that slow IT down

n  Organisations are matrixed: IT must navigate a larger, more 
complex group of stakeholders as most corporate priorities 
now rely on technology.

n  Business demands are volatile: Fast-evolving market pres-
sures and technology innovations mean demands on IT 
undergo unpredictable and unavoidable changes mid-flight.

n  IT faces more scrutiny: Rising risk and compliance burdens 
mean that technology decisions face greater scrutiny.

n  Technology integration is complex: Integration of new tech-
nologies is time consuming as legacy environments remain 
critically important.

n  Decision-making is diffused: Technology decision-making 
and ownership has expanded beyond the boundaries of 
corporate IT. As much as one-third of technology spending 
now occurs outside the IT department.

Source: CEB Research

❯Click here to download the 
CEB’s 30-page executive guide: 

Tactics for a faster clock 
speed. 
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But how much process do CIOs really need? Adaptive compa-
nies have found they can manage with much less than they might 
think. They make streamlined processes the default. And if devel-
opers want something more rigorous, they have to argue the busi-
ness case for it.

How cios can get faster
CEB’s research shows that CIOs 
can encourage a culture of speed 
by delegating more decisions. That 
does not mean losing control of IT, 
but it does mean setting clear goals 
and guidelines that allow other 
parts of the IT department to make 
their own decisions.

At the same time, CIOs need to 
think about how they communicate 
with their teams. That might mean congratulating people on rapid 
delivery of projects, rather than focusing on the quality of the pro-
ject. Horne poses the question: “What are the things on top of the 
IT score card – is it speed or reliability?”

If that sounds like a lot, it is. But companies can start off in a 
small way and still achieve some of the benefits. “It does not have 
to be big bang,” says Horne.

The transition is not always easy. As one CIO puts it: “The co-
existence of agile with waterfall projects means we can’t devote 
people 100% to agile. People work two hours on waterfall, then 
two hours on agile. It’s hard to manage it.”

One mistake IT departments frequently make is to create a fast-
track IT process – and then “forget” to tell other parts of the busi-
ness about it.

“I can’t tell you how many times I have heard CIOs say they have 
a fast track, but don’t tell business about it because then everyone 
will want it,” says Capella.

In other cases, IT departments 
have created such an onerous pro-
cess for businesses to request fast-
track IT – often involving answering 
questionnaires that can be hundreds 
of pages long – that business lead-
ers simply don’t bother applying.

tHe benefits of it triage
Those companies that have been 
successful at introducing adaptive 

IT have taken a cue from the medical world and are triaging their 
IT projects into streams of urgency. One US company, for exam-
ple, assesses each IT project against the following criteria:
n The value the business gains if the project is rolled out quickly.
n Whether the risk of the project is contained.
n Whether it affects multiple areas of the company.
n How frequently the requirements are likely to change.

It has been able to accelerate projects by creating self-service 
portals for urgent, frequently requested projects. They allow mar-
keting people, for example, to create new campaigns as they need 
them, without the need to wait for a developer.

BUYER’S GUIDE

“iT needs someone To lead 
change raTher Than jusT keep iT 
sTable; someone who can work 

well wiTh business leaders”
andrew Horne, CeB

http://www.computerweekly.com
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http://searchcloudapplications.techtarget.com/answer/Users-order-up-their-own-IT-resources-via-self-service-cloud-portals
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Organisations have carved out agile programming teams to 
deliver IT projects faster but, as they take on more work, they are 
hitting speed barriers

Business professionals can also use pre-defined checklists to set 
specifications for commonly requested IT projects, which then go 
through fast-track development, with the minimum testing.

Only the most business-critical systems which affect wide sec-
tions of the business go through a full rigorous development and 
testing process.

In another case, a large energy company decided to do away 
with formal business cases for all but the most complex 10% of 
projects. It approves urgent, high-value projects as a matter of 
course. Non-urgent, low-value projects are simply not approved.

A large consumer goods company has taken a different 
approach. It prioritises only projects that have the greatest impact 
on customer experience.

adaptive it increases efficiency
For those companies that have been able to take up the adaptive 
model, CEB’s research shows the benefits can be substantial. 
Business can typically roll out a project 20% more quickly – a sav-
ing of one month on a six-month project.

They also have more freedom to re-allocate cash to the most 
urgent projects. Traditional IT departments can re-allocate about 
15% of their budget if a new project comes up. For adaptive organ-
isations, the figure is 40%.

Introducing standardisation and formal IT processes can help 
CIOs move faster, but too many processes means things slow 
down again

“Adaptive organisations are also more efficient. If you have a 
£100m IT budget, they are spending £2m less than average on IT 
legacy systems, which means they are spending more on collabo-
ration, cloud and big data,” says Horne.

Four ways to increase your IT clock speed

n  Encourage the IT staff to use the fastest processes by 
default, matching the level of rigour to the value and risk of 
the project.

n  Make IT staff at the point of delivery accountable for more 
decisions and ensure senior staff don’t cause delays by 
revisiting those decisions.

n  CIOs should develop a culture of speed by modelling speed 
behaviours, telling a consistent story about speed and pro-
viding the business context.

n  Drive speed through cross-cutting collaborations, rather 
than in functional silos, to deliver results quicker.

Source: CEB

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://searchsoftwarequality.techtarget.com/feature/FAQ-Agile-management-and-leadership
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The pressure for IT to become faster is coming down from the 
CEO and their fellow board directors. “They are frustrated at how 
slow the company is changing. When they ask why it’s slow, tech-
nology is coming up as the answer,” says Horne.

But to succeed, organisations require a strong CIO, with strong 
leadership skills. “It needs someone willing to lead change rather 
than just keep IT stable; someone who can work well with busi-
ness leaders and communicate with their teams. If you are an old-
style CIO, interested in technology, keeping the lights on, you are 
going to be in trouble,” he concluded. n

This is an edited excerpt. Click here to read the full article online. 

Case study: Atkins ramps up IT speed

Engineering and project management group Atkins has begun 
a major project to transform the way it delivers IT projects.

The group, which is involved in major infrastructure pro-
jects, including the HS2 rail network and Crossrail, set itself 
the target of delivering every IT project within three months.

“There was an internal realisation in information services 
that we need to be something different. We are talking about 
revolution, not evolution. We have changed our working prac-
tices to deliver IT much faster,” says Atkins chief transforma-
tion officer Tony Scott in an interview with Computer Weekly.

As part of the transformation, Atkins is running its informa-
tion systems department as a business.

“We have moved away from long, thin projects to short, fat 
projects. We have all seen the 18-month project that does 
not deliver what the business wants, because the specifica-
tion changes. Now, nothing should take longer than three 

months,” says Scott.
The information systems department has introduced 

agile development techniques, including scrum, and is 
looking to move to Kanban and lean programming.

Scott says the company shied away from creat-
ing a fast IT team to work on high-priority projects. 
Instead, the IT department is prioritising projects 
that make a real difference to business outcomes.
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